FAC surveys are getting statewide attention and recognition as people make decisions on COVID-19.

As the status of the coronavirus changes within the state, FAC would like to ensure that our COVID-19 County Response Dashboard accurately reflects those changes.

As these changes have occurred, we've identified two key areas in which we'd like to explore some more - local coronavirus peak projects and county permitting processes.

Please take the survey regarding peak projections and permitting.

**Check out some helpful resources from FAC's Program and Corporate Partners!**

Just as FAC's Program and Corporate Partners support you through their various services throughout the year, they are also developing content and resources for you during this difficult time.

**Nationwide**

Nationwide has prepared a **White Paper** on an overview of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act provisions on affected retirement plans. They've also prepared an additional **White Paper** specifically only public sector retirement plans and the CARES Act.

**Three+One**

Three+One maintains an ongoing blog with post that are dedicated to helping local governments and higher educations with liquidity management. One series of post titled "Pathways to Recovery - Part I and Part II" provides some steps counties can take now regarding liquidity management.

More helpful resources from FAC's Program and Corporate Partners are available on the "**FAC Partner Resources**" tab on the COVID-19 County Response Dashboard.

**Learn from the Data!**

Google and Unacast have created tools that are designed to help

---

**FAC COVID-19 Dashboard**

**Governor's Executive Orders**

**County COVID-19 Websites**

**County COVID-19 Policies & Ordinances**

**State Agency Executive Orders**

**FAC Partner Resources**

**FAC Updates**

**Spreadsheet of FAC's Data**

(Updated daily at noon)

**External Resources**

**Latest Updates**

**News Articles**

**Q&A with the CDC**

Should I use soap and water or a hand sanitizer to protect against COVID-19?

Handwashing is one of the best
Public health officials make critical decisions to combat the coronavirus.

**COVID-19 Community Mobility Reports from Google**
The Community Mobility Reports aim to provide insights into what has changed in response to policies aimed at combating the coronavirus. The reports chart movement trends over time by geography, across different categories of places such as retail and recreation, groceries and pharmacies, parks, transit stations, workplaces, and residential.

[Click here](#) to view Florida's Mobility Report including county-by-county specific data.

**Social Distancing Scoreboard by Unacast**
Unacast created this interactive Scoreboard, updated daily, to empower organizations to measure and understand the efficacy of social distancing initiatives at the local level.

[Click here](#) to compare your community's social distancing activity to its activity prior to COVID-19.

---

**Send FAC Your Photos!**

*Images of the Response: Counties on the Frontline*

Local Governments are the first line of defense and the first to take action in recovery. During this unprecedented global emergency, we would like to share your images from your county's and community's response to the COVID-19 crisis. Whether it's logistics and staging, community response or neighbor helping neighbor please share your images with us and your fellow counties.

[Submit a Photo](#)

*Rather than go to waste, 1,360 organic heads of lettuce that were grown locally at the Orange County Convention Center were recently distributed to local organizations helping residents affected by food insecurity due to COVID-19.*

---

**Upcoming Webinars**

**Resilience is a Proactive Skill You Can Build** - offered by Nationwide, our FAC Program Partner
April 9 | 12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. EDT

Resilience is a life skill that helps us to be comfortable with the unexpected – because life is messy!

In this 60-minute workshop, we’ll outline what resilience is, why it is important and how it shows up. You’ll hear inspiring stories and chart your own personal characteristics to better understand your natural tendencies during adversity. We’ll introduce tips and tools to incorporate into your daily life to proactively build your resilience in the areas you may choose to focus on. [Click here](#) to register.

**Nationwide Insights: Economic & CARES Act Impacts for Plan Sponsors**
April 9 | 2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. EDT

A panel of Nationwide leaders will share the latest on market and legislative updates for our public sector plan sponsors.

Topics include:
- An economic update from Nationwide’s Chief of Investment Research
- How the recent CARES Act impacts the retirement plans business
- How Nationwide is continuing to provide extraordinary care to our partners and our members

[Click here](#) to register.

Ways to protect yourself and your family from getting sick. Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds, especially after blowing your nose, coughing, or sneezing; going to the bathroom; and before eating or preparing food. If soap and water are not readily available, use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer with at least 60% alcohol.
Join NACo and the National Association of Area Agencies on Aging (n4a) for a webinar detailing best practices for county officials to safely and effectively serve our elderly residents during the coronavirus pandemic. Click here to register.

ICG and UF hosting another webinar soon!

The Institute for County Government (ICG) and the University of Florida (UF) are planning another webinar for our members. This time, the webinar will discuss leadership in a virtual environment. Be on the look out for future communication regarding this webinar!

Department of Health Resources

The Florida Department of Health’s COVID-19 Case Dashboard is updated twice daily with the total number of cases in Florida.

Today, as of 11 a.m., there are 15,456 total** Florida cases. More information on a case-by-case basis can also be found here.

| Confirmed Cases in Florida Residents | 15,003 |
| Confirmed by DOH | 1,788 |
| Tested by private labs | 13,215 |

**Total cases overview includes positive cases in Florida residents and non-Florida residents tested in Florida.

| Characteristics of Florida Resident Cases |   |
| FL resident diagnosed & isolated out of state* | 9 |
| Deaths | 308 |

| Cases in Non-Florida Residents | 453 |
| Confirmed by DOH | 58 |
| Tested by private labs | 395 |

| Total Cases Overview | 15,456 |
| Travelied | 1,241 |
| Contact with confirmed case | 2,791 |
| Travel & contact with confirmed case | 874 |
| Unknown and Under Investigation | 10,067 |